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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction
Exposure to secondhand smoke (SHS) has a significant and detrimental impact on the health of babies before birth, during infancy and childhood and continues to negatively impact on their health into adulthood. Despite a reduction in smoking prevalence in Liverpool, smoking rates remain higher than the national average and many children continue to be exposed to the harmful effects of SHS in home settings. Consequently, there is a need to develop new and innovative ways to facilitate the successful transmission of public health messages to core smoking groups and encourage all families to create smoke-free environments for their children.

Research from the United States suggests there is significant opportunity to develop tobacco control activities in health settings that serve children. The evidence indicates that SHS programmes which seek to reduce children’s exposure to SHS can have a positive influence on parents’ attitudes and smoking behaviour. According to a recent Cochrane Review, however, it is not clear which programmes are most effective in reducing children’s exposure to SHS.

As the first step towards developing a model of intervention for use in the UK a pilot study was conducted at Alder Hey Children’s Foundation Trust between 2010 and 2011 to explore the feasibility and acceptability of delivering a clinician-led intervention to families attending routine out-patient appointments.

Aims of the study
The aims of this pilot study were to:

(1) Establish the feasibility and acceptability of a clinician-led, hospital-based intervention to reduce children’s exposure to tobacco smoke, delivered to families and carers of children;

(2) Explore a range of possible outcome measures to establish the most appropriate post-intervention behaviours on which to base the sample size calculation for a full-scale hypothesis testing study.
The objective of the study was to provide the necessary data to prepare a grant application for a larger, hypothesis testing study, which aimed to reduce the exposure of children to secondhand smoke.

**Overview of the research**
The research consisted of the following elements:

- Designing the three-phase intervention
- Recruitment and training of clinical staff to deliver the intervention during routine out-patient appointments
- Evaluation of the clinical staff training
- Conducting post-delivery semi-structured interviews with clinical staff
- Administering a post-delivery questionnaire to participating family members and carers
- Conducting post-delivery semi-structured interviews with participating family members/carers
- Analysing secondary data stored at Alder Hey

**Ethics and research management and governance**
Approval was granted by North West Liverpool East NHS Local Regional Ethical Committee (LREC).

**Methods**
Twelve clinicians received training to deliver the SHS intervention to families and carers of patients attending out-patient clinics. Clinicians from four clinical specialities agreed to participate in the research; one ENT Nurse Specialist, three Cardiac Liaison Nurses, three Consultant General Paediatricians, two Rheumatology Nurse Specialists, and three Consultant Rheumatologists. Following a four week period of research, ten clinicians were interviewed about their experiences of delivering the intervention during their clinics. Interviews were either individual or group interviews.

One hundred and thirty families agreed to participate in the research and 110 returned a questionnaire. Questionnaire data were entered into SPSSx, a statistical software package, and analysed to inform the aims and objectives of this study.
Ninety semi-structured interviews were conducted with participating families three months after they had received the SHS intervention. All the interview data were transcribed verbatim, and analysed thematically to identify the key themes.

**Findings**

**Scale of the problem**

Just over a fifth (22 per cent) of the parents and carers who participated in this study said that their child was exposed to secondhand smoke in enclosed private settings. The majority suggested that their child(ren) were exposed to secondhand smoke in other people’s homes. We acknowledge that these figures are likely to under-estimate the true extent of children’s SHS exposure, as parents and carers may be reluctant to discuss this potentially sensitive topic with their child’s clinician. Nonetheless, these data provide an important indicator of the scale of SHS exposure among patients attending routine out-patient appointments at Alder Hey Children’s Hospital.

**Current Practice**

Discussions with clinicians revealed that currently SHS is discussed with parents on an *ad hoc* basis, primarily when the clinician suspects that the parent is a smoker and that SHS may be a contributing factor in the child’s condition. However, this means that some clinicians may not address all cases of SHS exposure in children because it may not be immediately obvious that a parent is an active smoker, the smoker in the household may not attend the hospital appointment, or the child may present with a condition which is not directly attributable to SHS. Furthermore, the data suggest that many children are exposed to SHS in other people’s homes. Therefore, under the current arrangements there is the potential that clinicians may not identify or address the families of children who are regularly exposed to SHS.

**Knowledge**

All the parents and carers who participated in the study indicated on the post-intervention survey that they were aware of the harmful effects of SHS to children’s health. However the data suggest that many parents and carers learnt something new about SHS and children’s health during the consultation with the doctor. This suggests that while families may be familiar with the message that SHS is harmful they may be less certain about the specific risks to child health. As such, this research indicates that there is capacity to further educate
parents about the dangers of SHS and to remind parents and carers that there is ‘no safe level of exposure’. There is a danger that if clinicians automatically assume that parents are aware of this fact, or assume that another health professional has raised this use with the family, then parents and carers may not be given all the information and advice they need to modify risk factors which may cause or exacerbate their child’s condition.

**Feasibility and Acceptability**

The research suggests that it is feasible and acceptable for clinicians to deliver a brief SHS intervention to parents and carers of patients attending routine out-patient appointments. The majority of clinicians were able to incorporate the intervention into their consultations and several commented on the ease by which they able to do so due to the short duration of the intervention. However, clinicians did indicate that they had limited time to discuss SHS with parents and that there may be occasions when it would not be appropriate to raise this issue with a parent or carer. The availability of additional resources, such as SHS literature, appeared to facilitate the successful delivery of the intervention by underlining the key messages, reminding clinicians (with no specialist smoking cessation or advisory training) of the main risks to children’s health and highlighting the range of support options available to smokers and their families.

The research suggests that parents and carers feel it is acceptable to discuss SHS with their child’s clinician during a routine appointment. Interviews with parents and carers revealed that very few families in the sample had ever received information and advice about SHS from a health professional, either at Alder Hey or another healthcare setting prior to the research study. In the survey most families agreed that a hospital appointment was an appropriate time to discuss the dangers of secondhand smoke and believed it was an appropriate message for a clinician to deliver. Parents and carers also suggested that a clinician-led intervention may support parents to educate their children about the risks of smoking and secondhand smoke exposure, which may have the additional advantage of preventing children and young people from smoking in the future.

The research indicated that it was not feasible to provide a dedicated FagEnds specialist smoking advisor in the clinics to compliment the clinician-led intervention. Over the course of a two week period only six people approached the advisor for further information. Consequently, it seemed more appropriate to provide parents and carers with an information pack containing SHS leaflets and resources to take away with them.
**Intervention Outcomes**

The follow-up interviews revealed that all families who participated in the research could recall something about the information the doctor or nurse had given them. The data indicate that three months after the intervention was delivered a number of parents and carers self-reported either change in their own smoking behaviour or encouraging another person to modify their smoking behaviour around their child.

Although a number of parents and carers reported a change in their own or others smoking behaviours following the intervention, the data suggest that achieving a sustained reduction in children’s exposure to SHS is not always a straightforward and linear process. While parents and carers who smoke are able to actively choose to move their smoking outdoors or to quit smoking if they so wish, parents may have limited capacity to shape the attitudes and behaviours of other family members or friends who smoke and pose a risk to their child. The research suggests that clinicians can play a fundamental role in empowering families to protect their children by giving parents and carers, as well as children, the confidence to challenge those who smoke around them.

**Conclusion**

The findings of this research indicate that a considerable number of children who attend Alder Hey Children’s Hospital are exposed to SHS in private home settings. Many parents and carers reported other people’s homes as a source of exposure. At present, clinicians typically only deliver advice and information to parents whom they suspect are smokers. However, the data suggest that SHS interventions which focus only on parental smoking will only go so far in protecting all children who are exposed to SHS.

This research suggests that it feasible for clinicians to deliver an intervention on secondhand smoke to all parents attending routine out-patient appointments. Although clinicians expressed concern about the length of time the intervention may add to each consultation, in reality the intervention was designed to be brief and on most occasions lasted only a few minutes. Parents and carers found the intervention helpful and informative and were able to recall the advice they had been given three months later. The findings indicate that many parents and carers were willing to discuss their smoking behaviours and their child’s exposure to SHS openly and honestly with the clinician during the consultation. There is some evidence to suggest that this intervention may influence parents and carers attitudes towards SHS exposure and children’s health.
1. BACKGROUND

In Liverpool, approximately 30 per cent of the population are current cigarette smokers. Although there has been a substantial reduction in smoking prevalence in Liverpool over previous decades, rates are still considerably higher than the national average of 22 per cent. The evidence suggests that the number of smokers in the population has continued to decline since the introduction of smoke-free legislation in 2007 (1) but as smoking rates are still high there are concerns that current health messages alone are not sufficient in reaching core smoking groups (2). For example, rates of smoking among pregnant women, teenage girls and the 20-49 year age group remain persistently high despite public health campaigns, the greater availability of smoking support services and the implementation of smokefree legislation (3). In addition, many people, particularly children, continue to be exposed to secondhand smoke (SHS) in home settings (4-7). Consequently, there is a need to develop new and innovative ways to facilitate the successful transmission of public health messages to ‘hard to reach’ groups and tackle smoking related illness and health inequalities.

Reducing the number or children who are exposed to SHS within home settings is a particular concern because private settings are not regulated by smokefree legislation (3) and adult smoking within home environments is a common site of exposure for infants and children (8-9). For example, approximately 2 million children in England live in a household where they are exposed to second-hand smoke (SHS) and many more are exposed to SHS outside their own home (4). A post-legislation study of home smoking bans in Scotland has indicated that while the overall number of children reporting a complete smoking ban in their household has increased, children living with smokers remain at greater risk of SHS exposure (5). Although research from England suggests that children who live with adult smokers have experienced the most marked decline in SHS exposure when compared to those children living in households where no parent smokes (10). Public health initiatives must therefore focus on encouraging families who smoke to voluntarily implement a smokefree policy in their own homes and instil confidence in parents to ask other people not to smoke around their child in private settings in order to protect their child’s health.

Exposure to SHS in childhood is a contributing factor in health inequalities in the UK. Rates of smoking are highest in socio-economically disadvantaged areas and thus levels of SHS exposure are typically higher among children living in the poorest households in the UK (11-
Exposure to SHS is damaging to health and is particularly dangerous to infants and children because they spend more time in the home and are unable to move away from the source of exposure (15) and because they breathe more quickly and have smaller less-developed airways (16-17). Research indicates that infants and children who are exposed to SHS are at greater risk of Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) and more likely to suffer from a number of conditions including ear disease, wheeze and lower respiratory illness, meningitis, and are also more likely to experience a worsening of asthma symptoms (18-27). Children who live with one or more adult smoker are also at greater risk of cigarette-related injuries (28), house fires (29), school absenteeism (30-31) and becoming an active smoker (32). Treating the effects of SHS exposure in infants and children is estimated to cost the NHS approximately £9.7 million per annum in UK primary care visits and asthma treatment costs, and £12.1 million per annum in hospital admissions in England (4). Efforts to reduce children’s exposure to SHS are therefore likely to lead towards improvements in child health and well-being, greater health equality and significant financial savings for the NHS.

Research from the United States suggests that there is significant opportunity to develop tobacco control activities in paediatric health care settings (33). The evidence indicates that parents are receptive to smoking cessation advice delivered in primary and secondary care (34-36) and that programmes which seek to reduce children’s exposure to SHS can have a positive influence on parents’ attitudes and smoking behaviour (37-41). A recent Cochrane review of programmes to reduce children’s exposure to SHS indicates there is insufficient evidence at present to determine the most effective programme to reduce children’s exposure to SHS (42). However, only four of the studies were conducted in the UK and the evidence suggests they were underpowered and the study design was not always consistent with good practice. Consequently, there is scope to develop an effective clinician-led SHS intervention for use in UK child healthcare settings.

As the first step towards developing a model of intervention for use in the UK this pilot study explored the feasibility and acceptability of delivering a clinician-led intervention to families attending routine out-patient appointments. Addressing children’s exposure to SHS is a potentially complex and problematic issue due, in part, to changing attitudes towards the cultural acceptability of smoking and unfavourable perceptions of parents who smoke (43-45). Greater awareness of the harmful effects of SHS on children’s health, in particular, may make some parents and carers reluctant to discuss their own smoking or their child’s exposure to SHS openly and honestly with a clinician. Research indicates that parents who
smoke experience considerable guilt about their smoking and may construct ‘moral tales’ in order to reconcile their smoking with their capacity to care for and protect their child from health risks (46). Similarly, clinician’s may also be averse to advising parents about smoking due to concerns that families may perceive this to be an unwarranted intrusion into their private life and/or a judgement of their capabilities as a parent (36). Consequently, the subject of SHS needs to be broached in a way which does not stigmatise parents who smoke and which can be incorporated easily into routine clinical practice.

It is also important to acknowledge that children may be exposed to SHS in more than one home environment and that children of non-smoking parents may encounter smoking when they visit the homes of friends and family who smoke (47). Children living in low-income households, for example, are less likely to be cared for in regulated childcare and informal childcare provided by family and friends may not be smoke-free (48). Moreover, in communities where many people smoke, even if a parent quits smoking then their children may continue to be exposed to smoke elsewhere or others may still smoke in the child’s home (49). Consequently, information and advice about the harmful effects of SHS needs to be delivered to all families who attend child healthcare appointments to ensure all families are aware of the risks to their child’s health. The evidence suggests that a harm-reduction approach may be more beneficial to families than simply focusing on smoking cessation, as the creation of smoke-free home environments protects the health of non-smokers and may also operate as an effective precursor to successful quits among smokers through disrupting smoking behaviour (50).

Finally, clear and consistent health messages need to be delivered to families and carers on an ongoing basis to influence the smoking behaviours and attitudes of families over time and ensure all children are protected from the risks of SHS. The evidence suggests that some parents may be sceptical about the harmful effects of passive smoke to child health and believe children are able to tolerate higher levels of smoke exposure as they grow older (51-52). This may make some parents less inclined to instigate changes in their smoking practice on the basis of a one-off intervention. Parents of young children may also encounter difficulty in moving outside to smoke because they are unable to leave young children unsupervised or outside spaces are unsafe for them to smoke (53). Furthermore, the degree to which parents are able to regulate smoking within the home may be constrained by gendered smoking practices (54-56) and unequal power relationships between mothers and fathers (57). Consequently, advice and support needs to be delivered on a regular basis and tailored to the
needs of the family to ensure families feel able and are willing to initiate change either in their own or another person’s home in order to protect their child from secondhand smoke.

2. INTRODUCTION

Parents attending out-patient clinics at Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust do not routinely receive information and advice about secondhand smoke and smoking services. To explore the potential for delivering a second-hand smoke intervention to parents and carers attending out-patient appointments, a four week pilot period of research was conducted at Alder Hey Children’s Foundation Trust between 1st and 26th November 2010. This pilot study sought to examine the feasibility and acceptability of delivering a clinician-led intervention during routine clinic slots in the existing clinic templates. Twelve clinicians from four clinical specialities agreed to participate in the research and the intervention was delivered to 130 families attending 21 clinics. This review outlines the main findings of the pilot study.

2.1 Aims of the study

The aim of the pilot study was to:

- Establish the feasibility and acceptability of a clinician-led, hospital-based intervention to reduce children’s exposure to tobacco smoke, delivered to families and carers of children;

- Explore a range of possible outcome measures to establish the most appropriate post-intervention behaviours on which to base the sample size calculation for a full-scale hypothesis testing study.

The objective of the pilot study was to generate the data to prepare a grant application for a larger, hypothesis testing study, to reduce the exposure of children to secondhand smoke. The purpose of the pilot was to ascertain if a clinician-led SHS intervention would lead towards:

a) Effective and sustained changes to family members/ carers (attitudes towards) smoking behaviours that reduce children’s exposure to second-hand smoke;

b) An increase in referrals by targeted family members/ carers to a smoking cessation service;

c) Reduced repeat attendances at the clinics by the children of the family members/ carers who have changed their smoking behaviours and/or an overall improvement to their health.
2.2 Overview of the research

There were five stages to the research:

(i) A three phase intervention was developed for use by clinicians during routine appointments with patients and their families (58). The purpose of the intervention was to:

- enhance the knowledge of family members
- assist them to change their behaviours through altering their attitude towards (their) smoking behaviour
- develop the skills family members need to effect any changes

The intervention focused on:

- a) Raising awareness of the need for children to live in a smoke-free environment
- b) Identifying when and where the child is exposed to tobacco smoke
- c) Discussing with the family how this may change

Families had the opportunity to speak to a dedicated smoking advisor from FagEnds after their consultation if they wanted further advice or support.

(ii) Twelve clinicians were recruited to the study and took part in a one hour training session in October 2010. The training session was designed to prepare clinicians to deliver the intervention to parents of patients attending routine appointments in out-patient clinics. During this process clinicians were able to comment on the design of the intervention and the feasibility of delivering it to families attending their clinics. All comments and suggestions were incorporated into the final design of the pilot study.

(iii) At the end of the period of data collection clinicians were interviewed about their experiences of discussing SHS with parents and their views on the feasibility of incorporating the intervention into routine practice.

(iv) All family members/ carers who received the intervention were asked to complete a short questionnaire about the content, timing and delivery of the intervention immediately after their consultation.
(v) We attempted to contact all participating families by telephone three months after the intervention had been delivered to see if they had made any changes which would reduce children’s exposure to secondhand smoke. The follow-up telephone call also provided an opportunity to discuss the intervention and any barriers or facilitators to change in more detail with parents.

2.3 Ethics and research management and governance
As the study involved NHS staff and families of patients attending out-patient clinics at Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust, ethical approval was sought and granted by Cheshire North West Liverpool East Local Regional Ethical Committee (LREC), and further approval was granted by the Liverpool Primary Care Trust Research Management and Governance Office.
3. METHODOLOGY

This research used a mixed methods approach, combining a survey with semi-structured interviews, to generate a detailed picture of the acceptability and feasibility of delivering a clinician-led SHS intervention in secondary health care settings which serve children. The advantage of using a mixed methods approach is that quantitative data may be used to indicate population-level trends and the qualitative data may be used to explore individual behaviour and attitudes in more detail to move the study beyond simple descriptors of social action (59-60) This generates a more comprehensive understanding of the topic under examination based on a representative sample of the study population and the research findings can be validated by the cross-verification of data to ensure accurate findings are reported (61).

1.1 Clinicians

Clinician Recruitment

Twelve clinicians from four clinical specialities were recruited from Alder Hey Children’s NHS Children’s Trust to deliver the SHS intervention to parents of patients attending their out-patient clinics; one ENT Nurse Specialist, three Cardiac Liaison Nurses, three Consultant General Paediatricians, two Rheumatology Nurse Specialists, and three Consultant Rheumatologists. All participating clinicians attended a short training session delivered by Denise Hinton and Louise Laverty which lasted for approximately one hour in October 2010. During the training session clinicians were briefed about the research and had the opportunity to comment on the study design and the feasibility of incorporating the intervention into routine practice. Training sessions covered the following topics:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLINICIAN TRAINING:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Context</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Effects of SHS exposure on child health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Scale of the problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evidence Base</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Current research on SHS interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Gaps in the knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Developing a UK SHS intervention model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Intervention</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Raising the issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Providing information and advice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Enhancing motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Moving towards changing behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Suggesting solutions and building confidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All training sessions were digitally recorded (with the permission of the clinicians). Eleven clinicians delivered the intervention to parents and carers of patients attending their clinics over a four week period in November 2010.

**Clinician Interviews**

Ten clinicians were interviewed by Denise Hinton after the period of the intervention to evaluate their experiences of taking part in the study. Interviews lasted between 20 to 50 minutes and were digitally recorded. Six clinicians were interviewed individually and four clinicians from the same clinical speciality were interviewed as a group. Interviews were guided by the following questions and additional topics were explored depending on the clinician’s response:

**CLINICIAN INTERVIEW GUIDE:**

**About them:**

- Their clinical role and responsibilities.
- Their reason for taking part in the research.
- Their previous experience of delivering smoking cessation and/or secondhand smoke advice to families.

**Training:**

- Their views on the training and whether this equipped them with sufficient knowledge to deliver the intervention in clinics.

**Delivery:**

- Their experiences of talking to families and patients about secondhand smoke; how did they raise the issue during the consultation, was the intervention guide helpful and how did they feel about discussing this subject with parents?
- How did parents react to the intervention? Did parents who smoke react differently to parents who were not smokers?
- Were there any occasion when either they felt or the family appeared to be embarrassed by this discussion?
- Were there any occasions when it would have been inappropriate to raise the issue of secondhand smoke with parents? If so, how did they deal with this issue?
- Would they prefer to target information at families who smoke?
- Did they offer any additional information and advice to families about their smoking?
- Was it useful to direct families towards a specialist smoking advisor?

**Timing:**
- Approximately how long did it take to deliver the intervention during a consultation? Was this appropriate or does this need to be altered?
- What effect, if any, did the intervention have on the clinic template and patient waiting times?
- At what point in the consultation did they choose to deliver the intervention?
- How feasible would it be for them to accommodate this intervention during every consultation in a standard clinic template?
- Have they continued to deliver the intervention to parents after the research period ended?

**Impact**
- What questions, if any, did parents and carers raise following the intervention and did the clinician have sufficient knowledge to answer these?
- What impact do they think this intervention will have on children’s exposure to secondhand smoke?

**Additional Information**
- Their views on how the intervention and any future research design should be modified.
- Their views on recording parents’ response to the intervention and how this should be followed up in future appointments.
- Any further comments, insights or suggestions about creating smoke-free environments for children.

### 3.2 Parents and Carers

**Parent and Family Recruitment**

With the assistance of the medical records and IT department at Alder Hey, all parents/carers of patients due to attend selected out-patient clinics in November were sent a letter one week prior to their appointment informing them about the research study. The letter provided parents with information about the study and included the contact details for Denise Hinton and Jude Robinson so parents could access further information about the study if they wished.

Depending on the clinic, parents of patients were then approached to take part in the study either when they booked in at the reception desk or immediately after their child had been weighed and measured. If parents agreed to participate in the study then they were asked to complete a consent form and they were given a questionnaire to complete after the consultation. Further copies of the study information leaflet were offered to parents. A blue form was attached to the front of the patient’s medical record before it was passed to the clinician so the clinician was aware that the parent had given consent to take part in the study. The clinician recorded the parent and carers responses on this form.
It should be noted that sufficient funding was built into the pilot grant to allow us to ‘buy out’ clinic time, when necessary, to ensure clinic waiting times would not be breached in participating clinics during the research period. We anticipated replacing patient slots within existing clinic templates with ‘research’ slots to ensure clinicians had sufficient time in their clinic to deliver the intervention. In the process of setting up the research, however, it proved difficult to put this into practice. Consequently, we limited the recruitment of participants to the study for the first week of the study in order to gauge the impact of the intervention on clinic time. With the agreement of individual clinicians we sought to increase the number of participants we recruited per clinic over the course of the four week research period. This meant that not all parents attending the participating clinic were approached to participate in the study. In some clinics it was necessary to limit recruitment to the study because the clinic was overbooked and clinicians were concerned about patient waiting times. Some parents were also ‘missed’ because other parents were in the process of signing up to the study and it was not possible to recruit more than one parent at a time. There was also an issue with finding a suitable location to sign parents up to the study in some clinics which also hindered participant recruitment.

Following a four week period of data collection conducted a total of 147 parents/carers agreed to participate in this study (see Table 1 for further information). In some instances more than one parent per patient agreed to participate in the study (typically the mother and the father of the patient) so in total 130 families consented to receive the intervention. Nine per cent of eligible parents declined to participate in the study. The majority of parents who declined to take part in the study said they were non-smokers and did not think the study would be relevant to them.

A total of 21 consented families did not receive the intervention either due to time pressures in overbooked clinics or because the clinician had forgotten to deliver the intervention. This issue was explored in more detail during the interviews with clinicians.

Table 1: Participant Recruitment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Number of patients attending all participating clinics</th>
<th>Number of parents/carers approached to participate in study (number of families)</th>
<th>Number of parents/carers declined to participate in study</th>
<th>Number of parents/carers agreed to participate in study. (Number of families)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 1</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>36 (34)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 2</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45 (38)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41 (34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 3</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>45 (40)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>41 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 4</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>35 (32)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>161 (145)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>147 (130)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Parent and Family Survey**

Each parent and carer recruited to the study was given a short questionnaire to complete immediately after the consultation had ended. The questionnaire explored parents and carers’ views about the content, timing and delivery of the intervention and also their attitudes towards secondhand smoke exposure and how it relates to child health. An example questionnaire is included in appendix 1. The majority of parents and carers who completed a questionnaire did so in the waiting area, although a small number (eight) were returned by post. In total, 127 questionnaires (86 per cent) were returned. Questionnaire data were coded and entered into SPSSx for analysis.

**Parent and Family Interviews**

All of the participating families were contacted by letter three months after they had received the intervention at Alder Hey inviting them to participate in a telephone interviews. Denise Hinton called each parent approximately three to four days after the parent had received the letter to ask if the parent and carer were willing to discuss the information they had received from the hospital and to arrange a convenient time and date to conduct the interview. Contact was made with 89 families (68 per cent) and 76 families recalled receiving the intervention from a clinician.

Ninety parents agreed to take part in brief interview over the telephone with Denise Hinton. Interviews lasted between 5 and 35 minutes and were digitally recorded. In the initial protocol it was proposed that participants would be asked to take part in a short structured interview over the telephone and then up to twenty family members/carers would take part in a longer follow-up interview to describe their children’s exposure to tobacco smoke in more detail. However, it proved difficult to recruit parents to participate in a further interview. Consequently, we decided to alter our approach and use one semi-structured interview with parents and carers to explore their views on children’s health and SHS exposure in more detail. Interviews were therefore guided by the following questions and additional topics were explored depending on the parent’s response:

**PARENT AND CARER INTERVIEW GUIDE:**

**About Them**

- Relationship with child
- Employment status and occupation
Smoking status
Have they contacted a smoking advice service beforehand?

The Intervention
- What can they remember about the advice the doctor or nurse gave them when they talked to the parent/carer about SHS?
- What changes, if any, have they made since receiving information on passive smoke from the doctor or nurse?
- What prompted the change?
- How do they feel about this change?
- Have they talked to anyone else (such as a grandparent) about smoking around their child?
- Has they raised this issue with this person before?
- How did this person respond?
- Do they still have concerns about this person smoking in front of their child and, if so, how do they feel about this?
- Did they take away any leaflets about SHS on the day they attended the clinic appointment?
- Has a doctor or nurse ever discussed SHS with them before?

Views
- How did they feel about discussing secondhand smoke exposure with their child’s doctor?
- How did they feel about discussing secondhand smoke exposure in front of their child?
- Is there anything else they would have liked the clinician to have discussed?
- Do they have any concerns about SHS exposure and their child’s health?

Secondhand Smoke Exposure
- Are there any smokers living in their household and, if so, where do they smoke?
- Do they take any precautions to keep children away from SHS
- Does anybody smoke in the car when the children are there?
- Does the child(ren) spend time in the home of anyone else who smokes and, if so, where does this person smoke while the child is there?
- Does the child(ren) spend time in another vehicle where people smoke?

Further Information
Is there any further information they would like to add about the intervention?

3.3 Analysis
All the interview data were transcribed verbatim and analysed thematically to identify the key ideas, beliefs and assumptions that shaped participants’ discourse and experience. This report presents the main findings, although further analysis will be conducted to embed the data within the wider literature on programmes to reduce children’s exposure to SHS and parents responses to clinician-led public health interventions. The analysis has been sensitive to any gaps and silences in the interviews, as we acknowledge that parents may be reluctant to discuss their children’s exposure to secondhand smoke and/or their own smoking behaviour with their child’s clinician and in the presence of their child. However, we did note that the majority of participants discussed their (attitudes towards) smoking and secondhand smoke openly and honestly with both the researcher and the clinician.
4. FINDINGS

This section outlines the main findings of the pilot study detailing the main characteristics of the participating clinicians and families and their attitudes towards the intervention. The discussions with clinicians and parents and carers have been combined so that it is possible to compare and contrast their beliefs and experiences.

To maintain the confidentiality and anonymity of the participants, all participants are identified by a personal identity code. Codes which begin with ‘C’ indicate clinicians and codes which begin with ‘P’ indicate parents/carers. Where the interviewer is quoted (DH) the words appear in bold.

4.1 Participant Information

Clinicians

Twelve clinicians were recruited to the study and 11 delivered the intervention during their out-patient clinics over a four week period. The participating clinicians included six Consultant Paediatricians, five Nurse Specialists and one Allied Health Professional. Three clinicians were men and nine were women.

Parents/Carers

One hundred and forty seven parents and carers were recruited to the study. Just over three quarters of the sample were women (78 per cent) as more women (typically the mother) accompanied patients to appointments than men. Parents and carers were recruited from all age brackets (see table 2) although the majority were 35-44 years of age. No parent or carer was aged under 18 although the ethical issues associated with gaining informed consent from parents/carers who are under 16 years of age needs to be addressed in any future study. The majority of participants self-identified as ‘any White background’ (80 per cent) when asked to indicate their national identity (see table 3).

Participants were asked to provide the postcode of their main residence when they consented to participate in the study. Table four indicates that while the majority of participants were living within the Liverpool ‘L’ postcode area (60.5 per cent), over a third (37.5 per cent) were living in postcode areas outside the Liverpool postcode area, including Preston (10.2 per cent), Warrington (9.5 per cent) and Crewe (6.8 per cent). It is important to take the location of parents and carers of patients into account when designing any future study, as the
intervention needs to be linked to a smoking advisory service which all parents and carers are eligible to use. For example, while it would be appropriate to direct someone from the Liverpool postcode area to FagEnds, this service is not suitable for a parent/carer living in areas not covered by FagEnds. Instead, parents and carers who live in other areas need to either be directed towards a national advice line or their local smoking-advice service. Moreover, it should not be assumed that all parents and carers will be familiar with the FagEnds smoking advice service (or another local smoking advice service). Clinicians may need to explain what FagEnds or any other suitable local service can provide for interested parents/carers. This point warrants further examination in any future study.

Table 2: Age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-74</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Ethnicity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bangladeshi</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any White Background</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer Not to Say</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Participant Location (by postcode)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L Liverpool</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR Preston</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA Warrington</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK Stockport</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA Manchester</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WN Wigan</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW Crewe</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH Chester</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SY Shrewsbury</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF Telford</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM Isle of Man</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Smoking Prevalence**

Twenty three parents and carers in this sample self-identified as being an active smoker during the consultation with the clinician. It is important to underline that parents revealed this information without being asked directly by the clinician about their smoking status. This suggests that it is not always necessary to ask the question ‘are you a smoker’, or ‘are there any smokers in the household’, to elicit parents’ smoking behaviours. In total thirty three families (30 per cent) who received the intervention said that their child(ren) lived in a household with one or more adult smokers. Twenty eight families (26 per cent) said that their children visited grandparents who were smokers and 11 (10 per cent) families said that their children visited other family members and friends who smoked.

**4.2 Intervention Outcomes**

**Knowledge and understanding**

The follow-up interviews revealed that all families who participated in the research, with the exception of those parents and carers who did not receive the intervention, could recall something about the information the doctor or nurse had given them. The following examples are illustrative of the information parents and carers could recall being given by the clinician:

**What you can you remember about the advice the nurse gave you when they talked to you about passive smoking?**

Just it lingers in the air for about 6-8 hours; even if you smoke outside it’s still stuck on your clothes; you literally have to wash the clothes and shower before any traces of the smoke are off you, type of thing. But I’d known that already so, basically, when they asked these questions that was the answers I was hitting them back with. (P1702C6)

Erm well just not to smoke around children at all and to smoke outside. I mean I don’t know how anyone who comes to the house smokes anywhere near, even in the house they have to smoke right outside with like doors closed, I don’t let anybody smoke around my children...and that’s what I got from it. And even if you are outside to close doors and stuff because it can blow back in and stuff. (P2611C2)

I suppose I agree with it all so I’m not sure whether I remember it or whether it was just in my head. No amount of passive smoking is acceptable in any shape or form in and around children, in and around anybody as far as I’m concerned especially children. I wouldn’t allow and don’t encourage it in any shape or form. My family are like me they’ll all against it because it causes so much damage. (P0402C9)
As the majority of parents and carers indicated that they had some knowledge of the harmful effects of SHS to children’s health prior to the study, there is the potential that their responses were based on an amalgamation of the clinician’s message with knowledge they had acquired via other sources such as public health media campaigns. For instance, several parents and carers suggested that clinicians had advised them it was harmful to come into close contact with a baby or child immediately after smoking and that they should shower and/or wait at least twenty minutes before picking a child up after having a cigarette. However, the SHS intervention that clinicians were asked to deliver for this research did not contain this specific message, which suggests that parents combined the clinician’s advice with lay beliefs and prior knowledge. The clinician can therefore play a key role in updating parents and carers on the most recent research and advice on SHS exposure.

**Behaviour and attitude change**

As there have been a number of smoke-free campaigns, including the ‘7 steps’ campaign which was promoted shortly before this research started (62), it is not possible to attribute any self-reported behaviour or attitude change among parents and carers solely to this SHS intervention. As the purpose of the study was to assess the acceptability and feasibility of delivering a clinician-led SHS intervention during routine consultations, the changes outlined below are thus indicators of possible parameters which may be used to assess the effectiveness of the intervention in a future study.

The data indicate that three months after the intervention was delivered a number of parents and carers self-reported either change in their own or encouraging another person to modify their smoking behaviour. We were able to contact 27 parents and carers whose child lived in a household with one or more smokers and they reported instigating the following changes in the time since they had received the intervention:

1. Two parents reported quitting smoking
2. Three parents reported cutting down the number of cigarettes smoked per day
3. One parent reported moving right away from the house when smoking outside (although, as we acknowledge above, the extent to which this is directly attributable to this intervention is undetermined)
4. Two parents reported stopping smoking in the car
5. Four mothers reported asking their (former) partner to make a change to their smoking behaviour
A further ten parents in the sample reported asking family members to modify their smoking behaviour in the presence of their child.

In some instances, the intervention was reported by parents as having an instant impact on parents’ attitudes towards children’s SHS exposure and prompted immediate behaviour change. Parents and carers who implemented a smoking ban in their car or home or had spoken to another person about their smoking behaviour, for example, had made this change soon after the intervention was delivered. In contrast, parents and carers who reported cutting down the number of cigarettes they smoked or quitting smoking had not done so immediately and did not necessarily view the intervention as a pivotal factor in their decision. Rather, parents and carers who cut down or quit indicated that they had contemplated change prior to the consultation and regarded the intervention as a useful reminder of the harmful effects of smoking and as such it acted as a gentle nudge to modify their behaviour. This suggests that the intervention may support wider tobacco control initiatives to encourage parents to consider modifying their smoking behaviour but may not always lead to immediate change.

However, there are limitations to these data because results are based on parental self-report rather than robust objective measures. Current evidence suggest that studies which rely on self-report tend to underestimate smoking prevalence in a population (63). Furthermore, it is not clear whether reported changes in the smoking behaviours of parents and/or other family members have led to a sustained reduction in children’s exposure to SHS. Therefore, it is not possible to ascertain whether this intervention has a statistically significant effect on children’s SHS exposure. Consequently, a more reliable measure of children’s exposure to SHS prior to and following the intervention must be incorporated into future studies to ensure accurate and robust findings are reported.

4.3 Secondhand Smoke Exposure
Many of the families (78 per cent) who took part in the study informed the clinician that their child(ren) were never exposed to secondhand smoke. Nearly a third (30 per cent) of parents and carers in this study said that they had no family or friends who smoked and did not spend time with anyone who smoked, and as a consequence they did not have to actively implement strategies to avoid SHS exposure. Several non-smoker parents remarked that smokefree legislation had played a key role in helping them to protect their child from SHS exposure in public spaces. Whereas in the past many families had chosen to avoid visiting enclosed public places where their child was likely to come into contact with SHS, they were now able
to enjoy taking their children out to restaurants and pubs without worrying about the effects of SHS exposure. Moreover, several non-smokers commented that they now rarely came into contact with secondhand smoke following the ban in 2007.

There was also evidence that a number of smokers in the sample took steps to protect their children from the harmful effects of SHS. In the sample, 23 families who lived in households with one or more adult smokers said that all cigarettes were smoked outside the house and that their children did not breathe in any secondhand smoke. Fifteen families also said that grandparents who were smokers had voluntarily implemented a home smoking ban and many chose not to smoke at all when their grandchildren visited. One mother described the lengths her parents went to, to keep their grandchildren away from smoke:

No, my mum and dad both smoke...but they don’t smoke at all in the house and ... I don’t mean my house I mean in their own, they smoke outside in the garden and when the kids are coming down they don’t smoke for a good few hours before they come down. They are quite good actually and they don’t smoke at all whilst they are around them or anything, they wait until they’ve come back home before they smoke...my sister had kids before me, but as soon as my sister had her first child, they’ve always done that, they’ve always smoked outside and everything. Even when no one’s there they didn’t smoke in the house. They make a point now to go outside. (P2404C6)

These data support the findings of other studies which suggest that an increasing number of households are choosing to implement a home smoking ban in response to public health guidance, smokefree legislation and changing attitudes towards smoking in the presence of children (5, 50). Indeed several parents commented on the fact that their own parents had smoked in front of them when they were a child but had voluntarily implemented measures to protect their grandchildren from exposure to secondhand smoke. These changes were often attributed to greater awareness of the risks of smoking, both to the smoker and to those around them, as one father explained:

My Mum smokes outside when we visit, she lives down in [town] and when I grew up Mum and Dad always smoked around me, I think that’s why I don’t smoke around the kids now...once me and my sister had children, Mum never smoked around the kids and has always smoked right outside in the back yard, right away from them...my Mum was a youth community worker and has seen the changes in the youth club, with people no longer being able to smoke in the building and things, so she knows to keep the kids away from the smoke. Things have changed now people are much more educated than they were years ago. (P1203C8)
The view that people are much more knowledgeable about the dangers of smoking nowadays was a common theme that ran throughout the interviews with families and clinicians. Discussions with families indicated that many parents could not understand why people would continue to smoke either when pregnant or in front of children when the dangers of SHS to child health were perceived to be common knowledge.

Furthermore, clinicians also suggested that any discussion with families about secondhand smoke would serve to remind the parent about the dangers rather than impart new knowledge about the risks of smoking, as this clinician explained:

> It’s not a message that they don’t know is it? It’s just reiterating it and it’s also making them aware that they might be affecting their child’s health and it’s just from a different angle and I think that’s a real motivating factor for people to give up smoking. If they think it’s affecting their child’s health. (C1)

This clinician suggests that continual reminders may motivate parents and carers to consider the impact that exposure to SHS could have on their child’s health and thus make a positive change to their behaviour. It is therefore worth repeating information on a regular basis to ensure families are aware of the dangers and to encourage and support parents and carers to make change.

However, another clinician implied that there may be little value in investing additional time to relay a public health message that parents are presumably aware of and actively ignoring, as this comment illustrates:

> You tend to go in cycles of this and go through the sort of defeatist ... well what good does it do and you just waste more time saying it, you assume people know it and they’re smoking anyway (C9)

Ultimately, the effectiveness of key public health messages will rely on the attitudes and willingness of staff to deliver advice and information to parents on a regular basis. The assumption that people are already aware of the dangers of secondhand smoke may mean clinicians are reluctant to raise this topic with parents, particularly if they have other issues to discuss during a relatively short consultation. There is also the potential that clinicians may assume that this advice has been delivered by another health professional. This may mean some parents are not given the opportunity to discuss the effects of SHS on their child’s health.
Children at Risk

While a large proportion of the sample indicated that their child(ren) were not exposed to SHS, the data indicate that SHS exposure remains an issue for a considerable number of children. During the consultation with the clinician, 24 parents and carers (22 per cent) said their child(ren) were exposed to second hand smoke in enclosed private settings. Nine families said their child(ren) were exposed to SHS in their own home, four said their child(ren) were exposed to SHS in the family car, and 17 said their child(ren) were exposed to SHS in another person’s home. Grandparents’ homes were cited as a common source of exposure. A number of families said their child(ren) were exposed in more than one location. Therefore a number of children were around other people’s smoke in their own and other people’s homes. A further five people said their child(ren) were exposed to second hand smoke in outside public spaces, including school, college and bus shelters.

In its current form, the intervention only records children’s exposure to SHS by parental report. Parents’ reports were not combined with additional objective measures of children’s cotinine levels, such as serum or hair cotinine testing (64), to verify the accuracy of reported exposure. In addition, the level of children’s exposure to SHS will differ according to the frequency and duration of time spent in the presence of someone who is actively smoking. For example, some children may be exposed to high levels of SHS on a daily basis whereas others may only visit a smoker once a year. We therefore acknowledge that these figures are likely to under-estimate the true extent of children’s SHS exposure, as parents and carers may also be reluctant to discuss this potentially sensitive topic with their child’s clinician.

Nonetheless, these data provide an important indication of the scale of SHS exposure among patients attending routine out-patient appointments at Alder Hey Children’s Hospital. These data demonstrate that there is a need to remind parents of the harmful effects of SHS to their child’s health when they attend routine out-patient appointments and equip families with suitable strategies to protect their own and their children’s health. Furthermore, although there are a number of reasons why parents/carers may choose not to disclose an accurate version of their smoking behaviours to a clinician, it is crucial to highlight that in spite of these factors, a number of parents and carers did talk to the clinician about smoking in the home. This demonstrates that there is potential for clinical staff to discuss the subject of children’s exposure to secondhand smoke openly and honestly with parents and carers during routine appointments.
Enhancing knowledge

All the parents and carers who participated in the study indicated on the post-intervention survey that they were aware of the harmful effects of SHS to children’s health. During the follow-up interviews parents and carers regarded SHS as a well-publicised and well-known public health issue and many recalled reading posters and leaflets, seeing advertisements on the television or receiving information about SHS from their child’s school. Despite the familiarity of this message, however, it was interesting to note that 60 per cent of the sample indicated that they learnt something new about SHS and children’s health during the consultation with the doctor. A number of parents were unaware that parental smoking could increase the risk of a child developing middle ear disease, for example, as one clinician explained:

There were a couple [of parents] that I remember were very surprised about the glue ear they were quite ‘Oh really’ very surprised at that, so when we mentioned some of the effects you can get through smoking they were surprised. (C7)

This suggests that while families may be familiar with the message that SHS is harmful they may be less certain about the specific risks to child health [ref]. As such, this research indicates that there is capacity to further educate parents about the dangers of SHS, particularly when children present with a condition, such as glue ear, which is directly related to SHS. There is a danger that if clinicians automatically assume that parents are aware of this fact, or assume that another health professional has raised this use with the family, then parents and carers may not be given all the information and advice they need to modify risk factors which may cause or exacerbate their child’s condition.

Furthermore, the survey data indicated a degree of uncertainty about the measures parents and carers could implement to protect children from SHS. The majority of parents and careers (98 per cent) disagreed with the statements ‘It is ok if children sometimes breathe in secondhand smoke in their own home’ and ‘It is ok if children breathe in some secondhand smoke when they visit people who smoke’. However, a number of parents believed that it was possible to smoke inside their home and protect children from the harm of SHS. For example, seven parents thought that smoking near and open door or window would stop their children breathing in SHS smoke, 26 parents believed that smoking in the house after children have gone to bed is not harmful to children’s health, and five parents stated that it is ok to smoke in the house if the children are in a different room. These data indicate that a number of parents and carers need to be reminded that there is ‘no safe level of exposure’ to
SHS (65) and require (further) information about creating smokefree homes for their children.

4.4 Delivering SHS Advice: Clinicians’ Perspectives

Current Practice

Alder Hey Children’s Hospital has been accredited by the World Health Organisation as a Health Promoting Hospital and takes an active role in promoting public health messages to patients and their families, staff and the wider community (66). In collaboration with Smoke Free Kids, Alder Hey has led a major public health initiative to increase awareness of the harmful effects of passive smoke to children’s health. Banners, posters and literature are displayed in prominent locations throughout the hospital to inform families and visitors about the importance of maintaining smoke-free environments for children and FagEnds hold regular ‘Smoke Free Families’ events in the canteen and clinic waiting areas throughout the year. However, although health professionals working at Alder Hey recognise that children’s exposure to SHS is an important issue, interviews with participating clinical staff suggests that not all clinicians routinely deliver advice to parents and carers about the dangers of SHS during out-patient appointments. This may be due to a number of reasons.

Firstly, as one clinician explained, when discussing children’s exposure to SHS there is the potential that parents may perceive the clinician to be criticising the (smoking) behaviour:

Because you are confronting someone’s behaviour, you’re telling someone that their behaviour is wrong really and that’s quite a judgment to pass on a relative stranger really. And what right have we got except we’re here as advocates for the children and if we honestly believe it could be detrimental to the child then I think it’s our job to say something. (C4)

Clinicians may therefore be reluctant to address the issue of SHS if they are concerned this may place stress on their relationship with the child’s parents. This may be of particular concern if the clinician needs to gain the trust and cooperation of a parent in order to treat a patient effectively. Moreover, although the clinician may be motivated to act in the interests of the child there is the recognition that there are limitations to the influence a clinician may have on shaping parental attitudes and behaviours, as this clinician explains:

All our role is, is really keeping the child safe in a sense. We’re not ... as much as we want to encourage healthy lifestyle and things within a family and good eating and not smoking and all the rest ... we don’t have that direct responsibility for the parents. (C1)
Several clinicians commented on the complexities of delivering public health advice in a paediatric environment where it is necessary to develop good relationships with parents but it is the child whom the clinician has direct responsibility for. Discussions with clinicians suggested that clinical staff felt more comfortable raising the issue of smoking with families when they suspected the parents were smokers and the child’s condition was likely to be caused or exacerbated by exposure to other people’s smoke. As these clinicians explain, being able to link the child’s condition to SHS exposure allowed them to steer the conversation around to smoking and gave them a legitimate reason for enquiring about families’ private lives. This in turn helped facilitate a discussion about how parents could modify their (smoking) behaviours in order to protect their child’s health:

**Can you briefly tell me whether you have discussed passive smoking with parents in the past?**

Only when it came up in conversation, so if it was clear that the parents were smokers then I would ask about it then or, if I suspected that the parents were smokers, but it was only if they kind of introduced it or if it was easy to carry on that thread of conversation so I could pick up on it. It certainly not something that I’ve done in my routine practice.... if we’d seen a child with wheeze then of course I would ask about smoking or ... but because we’re not dealing with respiratory conditions it’s not quite as definitely relevant. So I think our questions about it have not been at the forefront. (C1)

I tend to ask mum’s who have the right sort illnesses in their kids.... respiratory illnesses, bronchitis, if they smoke and have been directing people through FagEnds....but I tend not to ask it as a standard question if it’s not directly relevant to that child’s illness, for time reasons much for anything else. (C2)

Okay well I am quite good now at detecting if actually a parent does smoke and if I suspect it I will deliver a brief intervention of ‘Oh is there any smoking in the family?’ and then the conversation gets going then and then I can start delivering ... I would say I’m non-judgmental and it's about advice. (C6)

These data suggest that currently SHS is discussed with parents on an ad hoc basis, primarily when the clinician suspects that the parent is a smoker and that SHS may be a contributing factor in the child’s condition. However, this means that some clinicians may not address all cases of SHS exposure in children because it may not be immediately obvious that a parent is an active smoker, the smoker in the household may not attend the hospital appointment, or the child may present with a condition which is not directly attributable to SHS. Therefore, under the current arrangements there is the potential that clinicians may not identify or address the families of children who are regularly exposed to SHS.
Delivering the Intervention

During the research period clinicians were asked to deliver the intervention to all parents and carers who had agreed to participate in the research. Clinicians were requested to avoid asking parents directly about their smoking status (although many parents did volunteer this information) to both avoid stigmatising parents who did smoke and to gather information about other places where children may come into contact with other people’s smoke. Although, clinical staff did not normally deliver SHS guidance to all parents during a routine clinic, several clinicians commented on the ease by which they were able to incorporate this information into their daily practice, as the following comment illustrates:

In the majority I found it very easy, I know there were some patients who I saw who we didn’t do the intervention .. I think you know there were some cases where just the clinical consultation had been quite complicated, quite long and it didn’t .. we ran out of time/it just didn’t feel like it was appropriate at that point, but I think in general terms I found it very easy. I found it felt a very appropriate thing to do and I felt it could be quite easily incorporated into that clinical contact. (C8)

Although, as this clinician acknowledges, there were situations where clinicians felt it would be inappropriate to raise the issue of SHS with parents, overall clinicians indicated that they found it relatively straightforward to accommodate the intervention in their routine consultations during the research period. One advantage of this intervention was that clinicians were not required to target the information at suspected smokers, as this clinician explains:

I think I feel more comfortable targeting everybody than trying to prejudge who smokes and who doesn’t smoke. (C1)

Moreover, several clinicians believed a hospital appointment was a suitable time to address the issue of SHS because the majority of parents and carers responded positively to the intervention:

I think they’re motivated certainly, when we’ve discussed it within this study, I think a lot of the parents seem to give the impression that they were quite happy about it being talked about. Some of them in particular, would expand a great deal and you kind of thinking ‘Right I need to close this now’. My clinics over ... but I think it is an appropriate place to raise it (C1).

Although this clinician suggests there is insufficient time to explore the subject of SHS with families in detail, they do indicate that it would be appropriate and feasible to deliver a brief
message to all families during routine consultations, and that families are receptive to this advice. Another clinician suggested that the SHS message could be tailored to the suit the needs of the family, so that the actual amount of time dedicated to delivering this message would differ depending on the parent’s response:

Well the length of it depends on the response. So you have an opening gambit. If the opening gambit goes somewhere you’ll feel fine, it’s worth spending another 30 seconds of your consultation, if that goes somewhere and they are looking to do something, you may actually spend another five minutes. If it’s going nowhere off your opening gambit you wouldn’t invest all that extra time, so it’s a staged approach. (C2)

Indeed, a number of clinicians did point out that time constraints (particularly over-booked clinics) and competing healthcare priorities were the main issues they had to contend with when delivering this intervention to families. On a number of occasions, clinics were over-booked and behind schedule, so clinicians were concerned about lengthening their consultation by adding additional information. In other instances, clinicians had a number of issues to address during a patient’s appointment and did not want to over-burden their parents/carers with additional information they was unrelated to their child’s medical condition. However, several clinicians indicated that they found it helpful to have the option to direct parents to a specialist smoking advisor (for the first two weeks of the study only) or offer them an information pack containing leaflets on SHS, so that they could briefly deliver an intervention and then allow parents to access additional information at their own leisure away from the consultation room. The leaflets proved to be a popular, as clinicians could use them as a guide to draw parents and carers into the conversation and highlight the relevant facts about secondhand smoke, as this clinician explains:

I thought the leaflet was very helpful actually, it was very colourful and presented things very well and that could easily be added if you just say ‘We have these leaflets, do take one and let me just draw your attention to the passive smoking aspect’ I think those were very good and I spent quite a bit of time just using them actually, just to go through. (C9)

Another clinician also suggested that parents were more likely to take notice of a leaflet distributed by a doctor than one they received from a specialist smoking advisor or picked up in the clinic waiting area:

To be honest, I think a leaflet given out by the doctor is actually going to carry a lot more weight than a leaflet handed out by somebody who has no link to the family (C2)
The availability of additional resources, such as SHS literature, appeared to facilitate the successful delivery of the intervention by underlining the key messages, reminding clinicians (with no specialist smoking cessation or advisory training) of the main risks to children’s health and highlighting the range of support options available to smokers and their families.

4.5 Receiving SHS Advice: Parents’ Perspectives

Previous Advice

Follow-up interviews with parents and carers revealed that very few families in the sample had ever discussed secondhand smoke with a health professional either at Alder Hey or another healthcare setting before the research study. Although many families appeared to have some awareness of the risks of SHS exposure to children’s health, this seemed to have been mainly derived from mass media marketing campaigns, such as the ‘7 steps’ campaign (62), or via their children who had been taught key public health messages at school. This is of particular concern because several parents in the sample had children with a condition that could be directly attributable to, or exacerbated by, exposure to cigarette smoke. This would suggest that either the clinicians are delivering messages that are so brief that parents are unable to recall them or that parents have not received guidance on how best to protect the child from the risks of SHS from a healthcare professional. The families who said that they had received advice from a healthcare professional in the past, typically had one or more young children (less than five years old) and had discussed the risks with their midwife and/or health visitor when the child was a baby. The data therefore indicate that clinician-led advice may currently only be targeted at parents of young babies and that families of older children may be ‘missed’ in the present system.

The Intervention

The data indicate that the majority of parents and carers who participated in this study felt that the intervention was a positive addition to the consultation and was of benefit to both parents and children. In the survey most families (88 per cent) agreed that a hospital appointment was an appropriate time to discuss the dangers of secondhand smoke with families. Most participants (89 percent) felt the clinician had taken enough time to explain the effects of SHS on children’s health, which suggests that the intervention is about the right length, allowing parents and carers sufficient time to engage with and understand the topic without feeling they don’t have the time to discuss other issues related to their child’s health. The majority of participants (89 per cent) also thought the intervention should be delivered to
all parents, not just those who were smokers. Although there were some initial concerns that families may be reluctant to talk about SHS with their child’s doctor/nurse, only five per cent of parents and carers who participated in the study indicated that they felt embarrassed when talking to their child’s clinician. The majority of parents were happy with the intervention and believed it was an important message for clinicians to deliver. The following quote is illustrative of the comments parents and carers made during the follow-up interviews:

**Can I ask how you felt about receiving information about passive smoking when you attended at a hospital appointment for your child?**

Err it didn’t bother me because obviously any kind of help anything that you can improve in children’s health, you know, make somebody aware. I am somebody who is aware but the hospital team didn’t know that so it’s good to give that information because they can’t judge, people think we all know about it so they have got to give that information to everyone so it doesn’t bother me. The more educated people are about these things the better it is for everybody all round. (P1804C8)

However, it should be acknowledged that there were a very small number of parents and carers (one smoker and two non-smokers) who suggested that it may not be appropriate or beneficial to deliver a SHS intervention during a hospital appointment, as these parents described:

**Can I ask how you felt about receiving information about passive smoking when you attended at a hospital appointment for your child?**

I felt...umm..I mean it was fine but I felt that we were there for other things so I was more concerned with other things he had to say and I just wanted him to get that bit out of the way so I could talk about what I would consider more important things. (P2605C8)

Yes, it was ok but to be honest I don’t really think it was an appropriate thing to talk about because I wanted to talk about my child’s health not other issues ... I felt a little bit uncomfortable and it’s not new information so it’s not really worthwhile talking about it. (P0506C8)

These parents and carers suggest that the intervention may detract from the main purpose of the consultation which is to focus on a specific aspect of their child’s health. However, as the intervention is designed to be brief it is unlikely to encroach significantly on the consultation and there is the potential it will have relevance to the child’s general health and well-being, even when the child presents with a condition which is not directly attributable to SHS.
exposure. There is thus value in reminding families of the harmful effects of SHS exposure on all children’s health.

It was interesting to note that a number of parents who were non-smokers expressed concern that smokers could potentially feel awkward and embarrassed discussing this issue, as the following comments indicate:

**Can I ask you how you felt about discussing passive smoking with your child’s doctor?**

I didn’t mind but then I don’t smoke so .. I expect those who do [smoke] might not feel quite as happy about it. (P1210C1)

I felt fine because obviously I don’t smoke and I’m ex-smoker as well, but I don’t know how I’d feel if I smoked. I think I’d probably feel very differently. I’d like to think I’d feel embarrassed and I’d change if we were discussing it. I think it’s a good area to address isn’t it? (P1902C3)

However, the data suggest that although smokers may feel somewhat embarrassed about the fact they smoked, many welcomed the opportunity to discuss ways to modify their behaviour with a clinician. Indeed, several found the intervention a useful reminder that helped them to contemplate making a change, as these parents explain:

I honestly didn’t mind, if anything is sort of brings it home. I was embarrassed .. well not embarrassed about the doctor asking me because it was fine to talk about but I was embarrassed about my smoking if you know what I mean. I was aware of the dangers even when the children were little but this just brings it out in the open...if anything I probably listened more because it was the doctor speaking. (P2607C2)

It didn’t really bother me because it wasn’t something that I’d kept from my kids do you know what I mean? My kids knew that I was a smoker. If it was different, say I was an alcoholic and the kids were in bed and they didn’t know that I took a drink, I might have been a bit peeved with that, but no it didn’t bother me. I’m glad really because I think it’s the embarrassment. Because if you’ve got one like my little one, he never shuts up. So he’s constantly in your ear, like if you go out for a ciggie he goes ‘Why didn’t you listen to what the telly, didn’t you see that man’s lungs?’ and you go ‘Oh shut up, give me some peace’. But yes, I’m glad. (P1702C6)

Both of the parents in this example went on to modify their smoking behaviour (one quit smoking and the other stopped smoking in the car) which suggests that there is scope for a clinician to shape parents attitudes towards SHS exposure.
It is important to acknowledge, as these quotes illustrate, that the clinician is not the only source of information about the risks of smoking and/or secondhand smoke, and that children may play a vital role in relaying key messages to parents. However, it is also worth noting that a clinician-led intervention may facilitate an open and honest discussion between children and their parents about the risks of smoking. One parent, whose child’s nurse has taken part in a documentary about passive smoking and children’s health, suggested that children may welcome the opportunity for a clinician to reiterate key smoking messages to parents, as this may reinforce the risks of smoking and help modify parents’ behaviour:

**Can I ask you how you felt about discussing passive smoking with your child’s nurse?**

That didn’t worry me because I’ve known her for such a long time if you know what I mean and I’d also seen it on the telly. On the Alder Hey documentary and I thought ‘Oh my God, we’re getting ribbed by [child’s nurse]’ and the funny thing was ... the funny, funny thing was ... that’s just come to my head, my youngest son...he went to me ‘How come she’s never said none of those things to you?’

**Really?**

Yes and I went ‘Well I don’t know’ and he went ‘Well when I next go up there I’m going to tell her to talk to you like that’ and I went ‘You just keep your mouth shut’. That’s exactly what happened and, the next time we went up, I was given the leaflets and the books and I can remember him sitting in the little children’s chair, smiling and I was going ‘I know all your answers, not to smoke round them; if I smoke in the room it lingers for 6-8 hours; all this, that and the other and so she said ‘Does your mum go outside and smoke’ and all he said was ‘yes’...And he was delighted.

(P2607C6)

Other parents, both smokers and non-smokers, also suggested the child, as well as the parent, could benefit from a discussion about secondhand smoke with a clinician, as children may be more likely to pay attention to advice delivered by a health professional as this mother explains:

**Can I ask you how you felt about discussing passive smoking with your child’s Doctor?**

Oh it was very helpful, like I said erm because I think it’s better for when the child is actually there with you ..........you know, and listening to other people like a Doctor who is giving him advice and that. Like I say I have touched lucky at the moment because I have got like 3 children...[and]...none of them have ever smoked and they don’t even like the smell of it...So I think I have got no worries, like I said I have got no worries on that score but I think it was helpful that the child was actually
in as the Doctor was talking about it because they also listened to what the Doctor said about passing the information on. They take it in better from like someone senior. (P2507C9)

The clinician occupies a position of authority and expertise in the eyes of the patient and may potentially have more influence over a child’s attitudes towards smoking than a parent. A number of parents who were smokers at the time of the intervention indicated that they felt hypocritical telling their children not to smoke and were concerned that their children would not listen to their advice, as they did not practice what they preached. A clinician-led intervention may therefore also support parents in their efforts to educate their children about the risks of smoking and secondhand smoke exposure, and have the additional advantage of preventing children and young people from starting smoking in the future.

4.6 Empowering Parents
Although a number of parents and carers reported a change in their own or others smoking behaviours following the intervention, the data suggest that achieving a sustained reduction in children’s exposure to SHS is not always a straightforward and linear process. While parents and carers who smoke are able to actively choose to move their smoking outdoors or to quit smoking if they so wish, parents may have limited capacity to shape the attitudes and behaviours of other family members or friends who smoke and pose a risk to their child. One mother, for example, had asked her partner to stop smoking in front of her son but at the time of the follow-up interview he had returned to smoking inside the house, as the following conversation illustrates:

So can I ask you if you have made any changes at all since you spoke to the Nurse last November?
To be honest it’s not me that smokes it’s my husband, he did stop but he’s wormed his way back in again, slowly.
Okay. So did you speak to your partner then about his smoking?
Yes definitely I am always on at him over it...
Can you remember what you said?
You have got to stop smoking...and it’s your fault Anthony has got breathing problems.
And how did he respond to that?
Erm not, he has carried on smoking so not that good really.
Okay did he cut down or did he change where he smokes?
No he tried to cut down, he wanted to stop but erm he hasn’t set his date yet, I don’t know. (P0305C6)
In this particular instance the mother felt unable to enforce a smoking ban in the home and was uncertain how best to proceed with this situation. A number of clinicians suggested that unequal power relationships in the home may limit a mother’s capacity to modify her (ex)partner’s smoking behaviour, which will have implications for the health of the child. One clinician, discussing an intervention she had delivered to a family where the father smoked in front of his children, suggested that the father would not be swayed by the mother’s views or the clinical evidence:

...I think he’d made his decision that he was smoking, he obviously ignored any of the advice that’s given about smoking around children or around anyone and he was quite happy and I think, I don’t think he would ever change, he did take the information from us but I’m not sure you could ever change his behaviour because I think that’s who he is ... he was very, very like calm and kind of matter of fact but he was quite polite and the mum was like ‘Yes he smokes all the time and I can’t stop him and I really wish I could’, so mum was really wanting him to change his behaviour and I don’t know I mean maybe I don’t know if we can follow him up, he might of!

**How did he respond to his partner when she said ‘Oh he smokes all the time’?**

He didn’t really say much and I think I don’t know, I got the feeling that he wears the trousers in that family so I don’t think it really matters what mum thinks. Really do you know, he’s the man! (C4)

Here the nurse suggests that despite the mother’s best intentions, there are limitations to what can be achieved in the context of a clinical appointment.

The data also suggest that parents may feel uncomfortable asking visitors not to smoke in their home or imposing smokefree rules in another person’s house. For example, one mother had imposed a strict no smoking policy in her own home but felt unable to monitor whether her children’s father, whom she no longer lived with, was still smoking in front of her daughters:

I passed the [secondhand smoke] information onto [their] dad because they were smoking in the kitchen with the girls and I wouldn’t allow that here anyway, they’re not allowed..whether [the children’s father and his girlfriend] listen or not, because I don’t go there, is a different story because he started getting them to have a bath at his mum’s before they came home because I’m like if they smell of smoke I go mad. (P1702C4)

Another parent spoke about feeling powerless to influence her mother’s smoking behaviour, despite the fact she had raised the issue repeatedly for many years:
[The clinician] asked, ‘Do we smoke?’ I said ‘No’ because neither my husband do or anyone else it the household, so she said ‘Is she ever around anyone else who smokes?’ So I said her grandmother smokes and she does got to her house a couple of times a week and she said to me ‘Well, you do know that it’s not good for her to be around smokers’ and I said ‘Yes, but sometimes it’s unavoidable’. My mum doesn’t smoke in the same room as her. Oh and that’s what she said, she said ‘Even if it’s not in the same room, she still shouldn’t be ... it’s still not good for her to be in a house where somebody is smoking, which I know, but sometimes there’s not much I can do... I’ve already spoken to her about it before and that’s fine because she doesn’t smoke in the same room as her. So I have spoken to her about it, since she was little she’s never smoked in front of her so I don’t know what else I could do really because she’s not going to give up smoking now and we can’t not go and see her. Do you see what I mean? (P0304C6)

Thus, it is important to acknowledge that parents may encounter difficulties in implementing a smokefree strategy, even if they do wish to maintain a smokefree environment for their child. However, clinicians can play a fundamental role in empowering families to protect their children by giving parents and carers, as well as children, the confidence to challenge those who smoke around them, as this clinician explained:

There were several patients where they had contact with second hand smoking in other people’s home, usually relatives and a number of those did find that quite difficult to know how they could make any change to that, which I can understand and then there were others that where you know other people’s homes they would smoke outside, you know there was ... but on the whole I think it was how do I tell someone in their own home you know where they should smoke so we sort of obviously tried to empower them that it was appropriate to have that conversation. (C8)

If clinicians recognise the challenges that parents may encounter when trying to create smokefree environments for their children, they will be in a better position to offer families appropriate advice and ongoing support to help them achieve this goal. Furthermore, it is also essential that clinicians revisit this issue on regular basis to reiterate the importance of keeping children away from secondhand smoke and remind parents of the need to continue challenging those who smoke in front of their child(ren).

It was noted that there was no literature in Alder Hey which dealt specifically with the problem of preventing children’s SHS exposure in other people’s homes and cars. There is thus potential to develop literature which offers guidance on this issue. Several participants requested literature to take away to give to grandparents to reinforce the importance of not smoking around their child. At the same time, it is also important not to underestimate the
influence that advice from a clinician may have on the smoking behaviours of grandparents (or other relatives) around children. A parent/carer may be able to use a leaflet as an opening to discuss grandparents smoking behaviour and then use this as an opportunity to reiterate the clinician’s message. Moreover, a message from the clinician may potentially carry more weight than the parent voicing their concerns.

4.7 Providing an On-Site Smoking Cessation Advisor

Over the course of the first two weeks of the research period six people approached the FagEnds Smoking Advisor who was located in the clinics. One person was a smoker and requested some information on smoking cessation, two others requested information to take home to their partner and the remainder asked for leaflets to give to grandparents. Due to the lack of interaction with parents/carers of patients attending the clinics, over the two week period it seemed unfeasible to continue offering on-site specialist smoking support. Consequently, during week three and four clinicians gave each parent and carer a SHS leaflet(s) to take away from the consultation. The leaflet stated the main risks of SHS to children’s health and included advice on ways to create and maintain a smokefree environment. The leaflet also included the contact details for FagEnds so families could access further information and support if they wished.

There are a number of reasons why parents/carers may have chosen not to approach the advisor. Firstly, the advisor was often sat in the waiting area of the clinic because there were usually no free rooms available for them to use as a ‘consultation’ room. This made it easy for parents and carers to find the advisor but it also meant that any discussions about smoking were conducted in a public place in the presence of other parents. This environment is unlikely to be conducive for disclosing personal and potentially embarrassing information, especially as parents may have felt embarrassed talking about their smoking behaviour in front of other families. Parents may therefore have chosen not to approach the advisor because they did not want to discuss their concerns publically. It is also important to acknowledge that parents and carers may not have felt comfortable discussing their concerns in front of their child or felt unable to do so because they were with a young child who did not want to stay in the clinic waiting room.

Secondly, while some parents may have felt comfortable revealing their concerns about SHS to the clinician, they may have been concerned about discussing their child’s exposure to SHS with the FagEnds advisor. FagEnds are mainly associated with smoking cessation and
parents may have been concerned that the advisor was primarily interested in getting them to quit. At the same time, it is also worth considering that FagEnds are a Liverpool based smoking service. Therefore, parents from outside the area may not be familiar with the service and be unsure about what it is able to offer them. It may have been more appropriate to direct parents and carers from outside the Liverpool area to a different smoking advice service.

Thirdly, families may not have the time to speak to a smoking advisor following their consultation. Many parents and carers were in a rush to return to work and/or get their child to school or they had another appointment to attend elsewhere in the hospital. Finally, It may also have been the case that parents and carers didn’t require further information as the data indicate that many families were already aware of the dangers of SHS and how to avoid children’s exposure to SHS (the questionnaire data indicate this may be the case). Although parents may find it useful to be able to take a leaflet to give to their partner or other family members to reinforce the dangers of SHS to children’s health, they do not need to speak to the advisor to achieve this and may be happy collecting leaflets from the clinician or waiting area instead.

Consequently, the data indicate that it is unfeasible to provide a specialist smoking advisor in out-patient clinic waiting areas to support the delivery of this intervention. We acknowledge that this service may be suitable in a different organisation or environment but it appears to be unsuitable for out-patient clinics in Alder Hey. We are, however, keen to explore ways in which the smoking advisors’ roles could be incorporated in other ways. It may be possible for clinicians to pass parents or carers’ details, with their permission, to a smoking advice service, who can then telephone the family to provide telephone support. This issue will need to be addressed in any future study.

4.8 Barriers to Delivering SHS Advice
Although the participating clinicians were enthusiastic about the research they did raise concerns about the feasibility of delivering the intervention on a routine basis in their out-patient clinics. Clinicians were clearly under considerable time pressures due to full or overbooked clinics and because they had many issues to discuss with families in a relatively short consultation (the average consultation was 20 minutes long). Clinicians expressed concern that even a short intervention which lasted 2 or 3 minutes could have a detrimental impact on their waiting lists, as this clinician explained:
If you’ve put what even may have only been 1 or 2 minutes into every consultation, and my clinics are usually overbooked by 2 or 3, so you’re trying to run faster and that means you make short cuts during your consultations, now if you’re having to put in an extra message at the same time you might be taking something out which you’d like to have there you need to balance that off. So within the current template depends on how you’re running, but I certainly tend to run my clinics here over full and that means I’m usually buying back time. So this is the kind of thing which comes out if you’re buying the time back. (C1)

There is thus the concern that clinicians will only raise the issue of SHS exposure in cases where they suspect this is relevant to the child’s condition because they cannot commit several minutes of their consultation to address this issue with each family. However, another clinician suggested that the reluctance to raise the issue of SHS with parents and carers may be also be attributed to a general unwillingness to challenge parents’ lifestyles during a consultation, as this comment illustrates:

I think...we’re too scared to actually confront people and I think we should be really more because we’re health professionals it’s kind of our job, it’s not all about being nice.(C4)

The reality is that secondhand smoke exposure is a preventable cause of childhood morbidity and a significant number of children continue to be exposed to SHS smoke in private settings which places considerable strain on NHS services. As these findings indicate, it is not always immediately obvious who is affected by SHS exposure. It is therefore imperative that this issue is raised with every family at some point so that all families and carers can be offered the advice and support they need to protect their child from SHS.

One clinician suggested it may be best to raise this issue with new parents while taking the family history as it would be possible to deliver advice about SHS as part of a discussion about family lifestyles and general health. Another suggested that SHS information could be delivered as part of an annual review of a patient’s progress, as delivering the same advice to a patient that may attend the hospital every few weeks would become tedious and repetitive for the clinician and the family. This issue warrants further exploration so that SHS is addressed on a regular basis with patients but does not overburden the clinician unnecessarily.

A number of clinicians were also concerned about delivering SHS messages in every consultation because they were uncertain how they would steer the conversation around to
this issue during routine practice, or whether this would detract from the main message that they wanted to impart to families, as these comments illustrate:

It was fine actually, no it was fine. I think the only thing that I would say is, because of the way our clinics run, sometimes it felt a little bit of an add-on at the end; because we didn’t really have ... there was nothing that would make us think ... there wasn’t a natural break in the clinic that you could think, now I can talk about smoking. So often, it was either while I was examining a child or at the end of clinic of ‘Can I just ask you about type things’. So it did feel a little bit like an add on rather than a routine part of the clinic process ... but aside from that, I think the conversation was straight forward. I think parents were very receptive to it. (C1)

To be honest because this was a research study it meant that you already had the permission to raise it and therefore you could say ‘As you realise we are doing a research study and within this we’ve asked if we can ask these questions or talk to you about smoking’ so because of that it gave us a window to enter it in. If you didn’t have that window you would have to find the appropriate space to put it in and that wouldn’t always naturally come up and if it doesn’t come up naturally and you force it in it becomes forced. If it’s the last thing you say to patients as they are leaving the room then, given that patients recall what they first hear and what they hear from a doctor, they may miss out on the real message which you want them to take away. (C2)

However, it is reasonable to assume that until clinicians have acquired some experience of delivering SHS messages during consultations, it is possible that this intervention may feel unfamiliar and awkward as it will not be a routine part of practice. It may be worth investing the time to find the most suitable point to raise this issue so that it can be integrated effectively in the consultation.

Clinicians also suggested that there were occasion when it would be inappropriate to discuss SHS with families. If parents were attending an appointment for a new diagnosis for their child’s condition or they were noticeably worried and concerned about their child’s health, then clinicians indicated that they would not deliver the intervention as they did not want to overburden the parent, as these clinicians explain:

No I think if they’re coming for a new diagnosis, they’re going to either be...you’ll be talking to them about smoking and they’re going to be on a guilt trip, they feel bad as enough as it is because no matter what you say to them, they think they’ve done something and I think if it’s the poor mum who’s smoked then there’s a blame issue there and that can get really worse. (C5)

...if the parent seems very stressful and anxious then you know I might leave it to the next time and obviously if she comes in with certain, or she’s very stressful or upset
etc, then it’s not the time to do it. They wouldn’t be in the frame of mind to give up anyway. (C6)

It was evident that clinicians were keen to avoid stigmatising parents and carers or to imply that parents were to blame for their child’s condition. Rather, clinicians sought to support and encourage parents to make appropriate behaviour change and recognised that there were occasions when this would not be feasible. Clinicians therefore suggested that it would be suitable to discuss SHS exposure with the family at another consultation where the parent or carer was less anxious and would be in a better position to engage with the intervention.

Finally, one clinician suggested that they would be unwilling to deliver the intervention to a parent or carer attending an appointment with a child that was capable of participating in the discussion, as this clinician explained:

Earlier on a child came for a post op review and she was 7 and her mum had obviously just had a fag because I could smell it on her, I would not have challenged her in front of the child because no 7 year old needs to know that the mum’s doing something that people think is wrong. You know so I mean mum had got someone with her, I could have taken mum aside, but that’s the other thing as well, if there’s no one to look after the child then I think it’s inappropriate to talk in front of a child about something like that...yes I wouldn’t want to speak in front of a child sort of 4 and above really. (C4)

Yet, as indicated earlier in this report, discussions with parents and carers suggested that parents welcomed the opportunity for their children to receive additional information and advice about the risks of smoking and secondhand smoke. It is therefore possible for clinicians to address smoking and SHS exposure in a way that does not undermine or stigmatise the parents but supports them to protect their children from both exposure to SHS and from starting smoking in the future.

4.9 Lessons Learned from this Research Design

This research was set up so that parents were informed about the study by a letter sent out a week before their appointment. In order to do this it was necessary to work closely with the IT and medical records department to ensure that letters were sent to all parents attending a specific clinic in sufficient time for the parent to read the information before the appointment. It was then necessary to review patient lists the morning of the clinic to check whether any appointments had been cancelled or any new appointments added, so that the right parents were approached to take part in the study. At times, several clinics would run at the same time in the same clinic area, so it was necessary to continually review patient lists throughout
the session to maintain an accurate record of which parents had been approached so as not to miss any potential participants. It was also important to maintain an up to date record of the research numbers each participating parent and carer had been assigned so that it was possible to trace the research documents for each family.

Prior to telephoning parents and carers to conduct the follow-up interview, Denise Hinton reviewed the patient’s medical record to ensure that it was an appropriate time to contact the child’s family. If a patient had been admitted to a ward or had died then the family would not have been contacted again to avoid causing any unnecessary distress to the parents and carers. To facilitate this process it would have been helpful if the child’s date of birth and unique Alder Hey number had been recorded on the consent sheet, as this would have made it easier to trace the child’s record. It is worth emphasising that a child’s medical record may contain different contact details than provided by the parent or carer because the child may reside at a different address so it is not always possible to check that the contact details that the parent and carer have provided have changed since the start of the study. Furthermore, the person who accompanied the child to the appointment may not be a parent or carer.

A number of parents and carers could not be contacted for the follow up interviews because their telephone number had either changed or was disconnected. It was also difficult to find an appropriate time to talk to parents and carers who had young children and/or were working full time. The majority of follow-up interviews with parents and carers were conducted in the evening when parents and carers were at home and the children had gone to bed. As indicated earlier in this report, it was also difficult to recruit parents to take part in a further longer telephone interview. It was therefore easier to adapt the first interview so that parents’ responses could be explored in more detail.
5. CONCLUDING COMMENTS

5.1. Scale of SHS Exposure
The data indicate that over a fifth (22 per cent) of the parents and carers who took part in this research have a child(ren) who is exposed to SHS in enclosed home settings. As this figure is likely to underestimate the true level of children’s exposure to SHS in the sample, these findings highlight the importance of delivering a SHS intervention to families who attend Alder Hey Children’s Hospital. SHS exposure is a preventable cause of childhood morbidity and the delivery of a clinician-led intervention has the potential to encourage families to create smoke-free environments for their child, which will lead to improvements in child health.

A number of children in the sample were exposed to SHS outside the parental home. At present, clinicians typically only deliver information and advice to parents whom they suspect are smokers. Current interventions which focus only on parental smoking will only go so far in protecting all children from the negative effects of SHS. It is therefore important to deliver an intervention which addresses the issue of SHS exposure in other private settings beyond the immediate family home. It is particularly important to acknowledge parents’ reliance on informal care for their child (such as grandparents) which would not be regulated in the same way that a nursery or childminder would be. It is likely that a number of children in the sample either visit or are cared for by grandparents or other family members who smoke, on a regular basis, and as such these children may be exposed to high levels of SHS. The findings suggest that it is possible that clinicians can offer parents and carers the support they need to create a smokefree environment in their own home and car as well as challenge other people who smoke near their children.

5.2 Feasibility
This research suggests that it is feasible for clinicians to deliver an intervention on second-hand smoke to parents during routine out-patient appointments. Clinicians were able to accommodate the intervention during their clinics and, when all parents and carers consented to participate, it was possible to deliver the intervention during every consultation in a clinic template. Although clinicians expressed concern about the length of time the intervention may add to each consultation and their overall clinic template, in reality the intervention was designed to be brief and on most occasions lasted only a few minutes. Where parents and carers indicated that their child was not exposed to SHS, clinicians reported the intervention
being as short as 30 seconds. The findings suggest that providing families with relevant literature may facilitate the delivery of the intervention by highlighting the main risks and providing families with appropriate advice to create and maintain smokefree environments for their children.

5.3 Acceptability
The data indicate that clinicians and the majority of parents and carers thought that SHS was an appropriate topic to discuss during an appointment at a children’s hospital. Follow up interviews with parents and carers suggest they found the intervention helpful and informative and were able to recall the advice they had been given three months later. Interestingly, the findings indicate that parents and carers were willing to discuss their smoking behaviours and their child’s exposure to SHS openly and honestly with clinicians during out-patient appointments. Although clinicians did initially express concerns about parents’ reactions to questions about their lifestyle, these fears proved to be unfounded as several parents and carers disclosed their smoking status without being directly asked about smoking in the household. Moreover, no parent or carer reported feeling offended or embarrassed when discussing secondhand smoke with their child’s clinician.
6 RECOMMENDATIONS

- As parents and carers are receptive to a clinician-led intervention designed to reduce children’s exposure to SHS, and there is evidence to suggest that the intervention may initiate attitudinal and behaviour change, clinicians should routinely deliver a brief SHS intervention to all parents and carers attending out-patient appointments at Alder Hey Children’s NHS Foundation Trust.

- As many children are exposed to SHS in other people’s homes, and it is not always evident whether a parent is a smoker, clinicians should deliver information and advice to ALL parents and carers of patients attending out-patient appointments.

- Children’s exposure to SHS should be recorded by the clinician in the patient’s medical record and reviewed on a regular basis, so that parents and carers are reminded of the main risks to children’s health and this may act as an opener for a follow-up intervention to offer additional advice and support as appropriate.

- The findings suggest that leaflets facilitate the delivery of the SHS intervention. While general messages are appropriate, the research suggests that clinicians also need access to information and leaflets which empower parents to deal with a range of situations, such as challenging smoking in another person’s home or creating a smoke-free environment in a lone-parent household, where parents may find it more difficult to go outside to smoke.

- A large number of families who attend Alder Hey Children’s Hospital are from outside the Liverpool area. Families need to be directed towards appropriate NHS Stop Smoking Services for further information and advice about creating smokefree environments and/or smoking cessation.

- Any future study needs to include robust objective measures of children’s exposure to SHS, to measure changes in baseline and post-intervention exposure and to calculate the effectiveness of the intervention.
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